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Abstract 

The starting point for this thesis project is the increasing intense demands of using 

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) to improve the environmental performance of projects, 

i.e. the Five-hundred-meter Aperture Spherical radio Telescope project (FAST project) 

in China. As a prevailing systematic and strategic assessment tool, LCA is used to 

evaluate and assess all environmental impacts of products, services and industrial 

processes from cradle to grave. It is also well recognized and practiced to achieve the 

goal of sustainability.  

 

Following the increasing trend of sustainable development, the idea of conducting 

LCA technique is gaining more support from the governments, local authorities and 

institutes in China. Still, recent researches have only focused on the technical issues 

of this tool as such, rather than the context it is involved in. To give a broader 

perspective instead, this thesis focuses on how to make the rankings and quantitative 

eco-files generated from LCAs be understood more effectively and easily by the 

decision makers. An effective and comprehensive map of life cycle assessment 

building on the results of life cycle assessment is presented. This map in this thesis is 

named as CLCA. Through ranking and mapping the complicated and recondite 

environmental performance information from the LCAs, a holistic and systematic 

view can be provided to the decision makers. Thus, to some extent, this CLCA 

approach can lend support to strategic decisions making and sustainable development. 

 

For this purpose, literature on LCA and literature from relevant disciplines are 

reviewed. The empirical analysis of FAST project sheds light on that it is necessary to 

develop a new method that can contribute to converting complicated and recondite 

data into a comprehensive and visualized one. Therefore, a survey paper based on the 

literature review and empirical analysis is designed, distributed and collected. Some 

influential and necessary essentials of the LCA reports for the decision makers are 

picked out and summarized in accordance with the results of survey papers. This 
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thesis concludes by presenting a new map of LCA reports and suggestions for further 

research. 

 

 

Keywords: Life cycle assessment (LCA), Environmental management, Sustainable 

development, Strategic decision making, Comprehensive map of life cycle 

assessment. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Sustainable development is of growing concerns in China during these years. 

Although it is defined in many ways, all these definitions connect environment, 

society and economy, and a view is required, that takes into consideration both today 

and tomorrow (IISD). In response to the complex problems of sustainable 

development in socio-ecological system, both practical and academic activities and 

efforts have made decreasing the environmental impacts an explicit objective during 

recent decades, and a vast range of related techniques have been developed. Life 

Cycle Assessment (LCA) is such a systematic and strategic assessment tool which has 

been on the lips of a steadily increasing number of researchers, managers and decision 

makers. Ten years ago, sustainability, environmental management, as well as life 

cycle assessment were such novel concepts that few relevant literature and practices 

could be found in China. However, in recent years, China has been identified as one 

of the level 2 practitioners of Life Cycle Thinking by the Life Cycle Initiative (level 2 

hereby indicates that China has gained some research experience and foundations of 

LC based regulation, see details in Figure 1). An international Life Cycle partnership 

was launched by the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) and the Society 

for Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry (SETAC; LCI, 2010). 
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Figure 1. The life cycle thinking worldwide (CLCM, 2009) 

 

Guinee et al (2010) point out that the use of LCA is encouraged by governments and it 

is increasingly used as a core element in environmental policy or in voluntary actions 

not only in the developed countries but also some booming economies like India and 

China. As Figure 1 showed, there are different levels of life cycle practitioners all 

over the world, which implies that there are different contextual factors in different 

countries. To contextualize the application process of LCA, this thesis defines China 

as the research scope. The starting point for this thesis project is the increasing intense 

demands of using Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) to improve the environmental 

performance of projects, i.e. the Five-hundred-meter Aperture Spherical radio 

Telescope project (FAST project) in China. 

 

The Five-hundred-meter Aperture Spherical Telescope (FAST project) is one of 

ongoing national mega-science projects of China. It is embarked by the National 

Astronomical Observatories, a sub-organization of the Chinese Academy of Science 
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(CAS), to build the largest single dish radio telescope in the world (Yue, 2011). The 

3D model of FAST is shown as Figure 2 below.  

  

Figure 2. The 3D model of FAST project (Nan, 2009) 

  

The prevailing Life Cycle Assessment has been introduced to the FAST team in order 

to support the sustainable development of this mega project. The FAST project aims 

to build a largest and most sensitive radio telescope for science research, which is 

different from the ones of other industrial projects and products. As other projects, the 

FAST project encounters similar challenges, such as efficient use of resources, 

building of facilities, quality of life protection and enhancement, which are highly 

relevant to the sustainability. This is a national mega project. The project team pays 

high attention to not only innovative engineering issues, but also sustainable 

development of this project. According to the information from interviews, 

sustainability is one of the targets set for the FAST project, which involves 

environmental efficiency, economical feasibility and social acceptance (Guido S. et al, 

2004). This science project team does not have to take the increasing demand from 

market into consideration just like other industrial projects. However, the existing 

enhanced environmental regulation makes environmental issues an important strategic 

concern. 
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It is widely accepted that environmental impacts can be reduced or even prevented by 

using systematic environmental assessment tools (Horne, Grant, and Verghese, 2009). 

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is considered as one of the most popular tools. 

According to ISO 14044, this prevailing environmental assessment framework aims 

to provide an integrated assessment of all environmental impacts from cradle to grave 

(ISO 14044, 2006). It is hoped that the results from LCAs can facilitate decision 

making. However, no LCAs have used rankings and quantitative eco-files to support 

strategic decision making. Decision makers in FAST team argue that to some extent 

the results from LCAs are too difficult for them to understand completely. Therefore, 

this thesis defines the relation between LCAs and Strategic Decision Making as the 

research area, which is visualized in Figure 3.  

 

 

Figure 3. Relations among LCA, sustainability and decision making (Horne, Grant 

and Verghese, 2009) 

  

While the LCAs are conducted, it is of importance that the knowledge level on LCAs 

of decision makers in China and their vital roles in sustainability should be taken into 

consideration. In general, many decision makers in China lack sufficient time to 

review and understand environmental issues one by one, and step by step. In this case, 

some internal or external specialists and professionals are entrusted by these decision 

makers. More and more decision makers in China have an increasing interest in 

assessment tools that can support their decision making. Meanwhile, they hold the 

view that better decisions require not only rational and reliable results from systematic 

LCA  
Strategic Decision 

Making 

Sustainable 

Development 
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tools, but also the rational arguments to support and justify. Instead of trusting the 

tools blindly, they hope to have a clear understanding about the inherent limitations of 

the tools adopted and the acceptable level of environmental impacts should be 

understood. 

 

1.2 Purpose 

The overall purpose of this thesis is to create a comprehensive LCA map, so that 

decision makers can understand results of LCAs and make strategic decisions more 

effectively. 

  

1.3 Research questions 

In this thesis, four concrete research questions will be addressed: 

1. What are the challenges and opportunities of LCA in China? 

2. What are the most influential and necessary essentials from the LCA results for 

decision makers? 

3. How to create this new improved LCA approach for decision makers? 

4. What suggestions can be given to the new LCA approach? 
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2 Theoretical Framework 

2.1 What is Life Cycle Assessment? 

In response to the complex problems of sustainable development in socio-ecological 

systems, both practical and academic activities have made decreasing environmental 

impacts an explicit objective in recent decades, and a vast range of related techniques 

have been developed. Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is a systematic and strategic 

assessment tool which can provide an integrated assessment of all environmental 

impacts “from cradle to grave” (SAIC, 2006). Integration means that the assessment 

covers all processes in the life cycle of products and services that contribute to the 

overall environmental performance. This “life cycle” is vividly termed as 

“cradle-to-grave”, which means LCA starts with the raw material collection and 

productive process, use, end-of-life treatment, recycling and final disposal (ISO 

14044, 2006). 

 

Historically, LCA began to appear in the late 1960s in America. The MRI (Midwest 

Research Institute) researched the beverage packaging bottles for Coca-Cola 

Company. At that time, this analytical approach wa/s called REPA (Resource and 

Environmental Profile Analysis). The early LCA was initiated by industrial 

enterprises in secret. Due to the energy crisis in mid 1970s, energy issues attracted 

most attention by REPA. REPA was once again in the spotlight with regional and 

global environmental problem getting serious in the late 1980s. The SETAC (Society 

of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry) held the first international conference of 

life cycle assessment and made tremendous contributions to the standardization, 

development and perfection of LCA. (Consoli, 1993 and Curran, 2006) 

 

Furthermore, European countries formulated some policies and legislations to 

promote LCA such as EC Eco-labeling Scheme, EC Eco-Management and Audit 

Regulation and EC Directive on Packaging Waste (Corino, 1996). Recognizing the 
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immaturity of LCA methodology, ISO (International Standardization Organization) 

established TC207 (Technical Committee 207 on Environmental Management) to 

administrate the formulation of international standards on environmental management, 

hence the ISO 14000 series (ISO14040-ISO14049), which is becoming a 

well-accepted standard in the application field of LCA. (Curran, 2006)  

 

 

Figure 4. The Continuously updated international standards of LCA (Wang and Zhu, 

2009). 

 

With the society development of environmental protection and management, the 
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continuously updated international standards of LCA are becoming more 

comprehensive, integrated, and professional over the past few decades. Figure 4 

presented the continuously updated international standards of LCA. The broad scope 

of LCA in year 1993 evolved into a multi-aspects structure (ISO14040s 1997), and 

then the ISO14040s (2006) offered a more detailed and cross-sectional requirements. 

(CLCM, 2009) At the same time, due to its efficiency and effectiveness with the 

sustainable development issues, LCA became popular on international arena. This 

trend has encouraged research and development of specialized company and research 

agency for LCA, such as the LCA conference. (CLCM, 2009) 

 

The Chinese Conference on Life Cycle Management (CLCM conference) in Beijing 

(year 2009) has elaborated the China‟s LCA application into several different fields as 

Figure 5 shows(CLCM, 2009), as we can see, the LCA theory, decision making 

methods accounts for only 14%, a small portion as compared to developed countries. 

In China, the LCA system is not robust enough on account of obstacles such as 

inadequate development of database. Nevertheless, the government and many 

enterprises have already realized the tremendous advantages and convenience that 

LCA would bring to the environmental development. Therefore it is hoped that the 

method of decision making using LCA framework would be continuously developed 

for public concerns. 
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Figure 5. LCA Application Fields divided according to CLCM, 2009 
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2.2 How to conduct a Life Cycle Assessment? 

 

Figure 6. LCA Steps (CLCM, 2009)  
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The ISO 14044 has provided a most authoritative definition, and divides life cycle 

assessment into the following four main steps as shown in Figure 6: 

 

Goal Definition and Scope 

The goal definition and scope are the first phase of LCA. The goal of LCA should 

indicate clearly the definition, required information, research detail and motivation 

due to the research result. The scope defines product system, boundary, data 

requirement, assumption and constraints. In order to satisfy the scheduled goal, scope 

should be defined in details. Due to the fact that the LCA was the iterative process, the 

scheduled scope could be revised to satisfy the goal in data collection stage. And the 

goal also could be revised. More specifically, the phase should define the product 

system and system boundary which include the understanding of productive 

technology and the definition of the research boundary. The data collection of 

productive technology should have the representativeness, accuracy and completeness. 

The definition of product function units should be coherent with the scope definition, 

the data should transform into function units in inventory analysis phase in order to 

standardize inputs and outputs of product system. (Guinee, 2002 and ISO14040, 

1997) 

 

Inventory Analysis 

The inventory analysis is used to list the inventory data which refers to the resources, 

energy consumption and waste release. Inventory analysis is the part of the greatest 

workload in all the phases which includes the product's whole lifetime. A complete 

list of the inventory analysis can provide the overall summary for all the related inputs 

and outputs in the system. The point of the phase is to formulate environmental data 

matrix due to the life cycle research analysis. Inventory analysis is the foundation 

work, and the methodology had been under researched a lot all over the world. US 

EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) formulated the detailed operation guide. 

Therefore, inventory analysis development is the most significant part in LCA phases. 

(Guinee, 2002 and ISO14040, 1997)  
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Impact Assessment 

Impact assessment phase is a qualitative and quantitative sorting process for inventory 

analysis data. Impact assessment is developing. ISO, SETAC and EPA are tending to 

define impact assessment as a three-step model (classification, characterization and 

valuation). “Classification” groups inventory analysis data into different 

environmental impact types. The Classification includes resource exhaustion, 

ecological impact and human health. Characterization formulates inventory data 

model based on the result of classification. Valuation defines the contribution of 

different environmental impacts types in order to obtain overall environmental impact. 

(Guinee, 2002 and ISO14040, 1997) 

 

Interpretation 

Based on results of previous phases, the purpose of the interpretation is to analyze 

result, generate conclusion, explain limitations, make suggestions and report results of 

LCA interpretation. The illustration of provided LCA results should be easily 

understood, complete and consistent. LCA interpretation includes identification, 

evaluation and conclusions. Identification is used to identify major problems on the 

basis of the results of inventory analysis and impact assessment phases. Evaluation 

aims to check the completeness, sensitivity and consistency in the whole life cycle 

assessment. Suggestions are provided with conclusions in this phase. At present, the 

theory and method of inventory analysis are relatively mature, theory and method of 

impact assessment is in the exploratory stage (Guinee, 2002 and ISO14013, 2000).   

 

The inner relationship among the four steps is briefly shown in the Figure 7 below, 

and this figure is also the most widely applied in the realm of LCA (ISO14040, 

1997):
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Figure 7. Phases of an LCA (ISO14040, 1997) 

 

2.3 Life cycle thinking 

As presented before, LCA is an important tool of assessing and evaluating 

environmental impacts of a product in its whole life-cycle. However, no matter how 

elaborated the tool is, the main actors are the individuals who actually use the tool, 

and their way of thinking is crucial (Heiskanen, 2002). Therefore it is necessary to 

address the concept of Life Cycle Thinking, which integrates individuals, life cycle of 

the product or service, and environmental effects all together from a holistic and 

systematic perspective. Life Cycle Thinking is the basis of life cycle methodology, as 

one can see from Figure 8, and life cycle approaches and life cycle assessment are 

included within Life Cycle Thinking. At the same time, no model can be successfully 

implemented without the individuals‟ understanding and thinking. Thereafter, the 

concept of Life Cycle Thinking is rather important for decision-makers who are 

among the most crucial individuals of life cycle process. (Sonnemann, Catells and 

Schuhmacher, 2003; Benedetto, 2009) 
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Figure 8. Different application levels of life cycle methodology (Benedetto, 2009)  

 

Unlike the traditional environmental engineering approach which focuses only on the 

production facilities, Life Cycle Thinking addresses all stages of life cycle and the 

importance of sustainability. Except for that, it especially emphasizes the status of 

individuals within the whole life cycle process. During this cycle chain, everyone “has 

a responsibility and role to play” (p.32.LCT) and everyone shall be aware of the 

outcomes and potential impacts of every stage in the whole life cycle. Three major 

principles were introduced within the concept: 

1. Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR): the producer/manufacturers shall get the 

knowledge about the whole process of life cycle instead of just focusing on the 

production process. In fact, the manufacturers shall get a deeper understanding of 

the recycling, reuse, and final disposal of product. 

2. Responsible Care: Every stakeholder within the whole life cycle should take 

responsibility of their products‟ effect of the public, they should be concerned 

about the environment, health, and security protection, all of which are related to 

the society.  

3. Product Stewardship: Following the two principles above, this principle 

underlines that the concerns of environment, health, security, etc., shall be 

achieved with related action and effective management. The sense of 

responsibility shall be reflected through an improving design of life cycle 

Life Cycle Thinking 

Life Cycle Approaches 

Life Cycle Assessment 
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approach and the life cycle assessment. (Sonnemann, Catells and Schuhmacher, 

2003) 

 

In all, Life Cycle Thinking pattern, with its three principles, has offered a holistic 

perspective towards the life cycle process, which involves not only the products, but 

also human-beings. Participation by human beings and responsibility are crucial. And 

it is suggested by Sonnemann, Catells and Schuhmacher that LCT shall be applied to 

not only on LCA, but also the whole production system. In fact, LCT has already been 

taken into consideration with policy maker in US and EU. (Sonnemann, Catells and 

Schuhmacher, 2003) 

 

2.4 LCA and strategic decision making 

The meaning of applying decision-supportive tools into the decision making process 

is to provide a scientific scope of defining, understanding, analyzing the problem, and 

afterwards generates measurements and policies accordingly. (Horne, Grant and 

Verghese, 2009) Similarly, as a decision-supportive tool, LCA has offered a holistic 

perspective which includes all stages of the products and the consequences. In this 

section, we would like to discuss how would LCA support the decision-makers to 

devise better policies, what kinds of factors shall be taken under consideration, and 

why LCA plays important role in China. (Remke, 1998)  

 

Decision-making procedure with LCA  

When serving as a decision-supportive tool, LCA process takes an analytical 

approach to consider the context and the problem. The analytical approach has 

penetrated the whole process of decision-making with LCA assistance. First, for the 

decision makers, the LCA is breaking down the problem or process into constituent 

elements and stages, hence reducing the complexity of the issues and simplifying the 

problem by assessing different stages one after another consecutively. At the same 
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time, different components were also interrelated; hence providing a holistic picture 

for identifying the problem. This could be regarded as a problem defining process. It 

is a process of narrowing down the scope. After defining the problem, one could 

easily trace in which stage and what kinds of problems occurred, and which factors 

are responsible for these problems. Therefore, one advantage of LCA could be 

applied---- it quantified the influential factors, which would bring more direct and 

sounded resources for decision-making. LCA then could be utilized to get deeper 

understandings of the specific factors that triggered the problem, evaluate what kind 

of impacts might occur, and to see which part should be modify and adjust to what 

extent. This process might be described as a pitfall analyzing process. After defining 

the problem and pitfall analyzing process, LCA could also be used by 

decision-makers to examine alternative approaches to optimize the process. (Horne, 

Grant and Verghese, 2009) 

 

Decision making, sustainability and LCA  

One hot spot in decision making nowadays is sustainability---how would the natural 

and unnatural system be harmoniously co-existed, how could resources be utilized in 

effective and sustainable ways to ensure long-term maintenance of well-beings. China, 

a developing country, is facing the challenges of industrialization and globalization, 

where sustainable development has become vitally important. LCA could serve as a 

great tool for decision-makers in the area of production‟s sustainability. For example, 

LCA could help analyzing toxicological impacts on human beings health, 

surroundings, environment, and also the influence on the conservation of resources, 

etc. LCA was described by some scholars as a tool for revealing „the world behind the 

product‟ (Horne, Grant and Verghese, 2009, p.39). The production process is no 

longer a matter of industrial procedure, but also a process that concerns all human 

being group and natural surroundings. LCA unfolds a holistic perspective enables 

decision makers to not only see the product but also put the product into the context. 

LCA has included different factors from economical, social, and political perspectives 

with detailed quantified information. (Remke, 1998) 
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2.5 Gap between decision making and LCA  

Although it is wide acknowledged that LCA was an important tool for 

decision-making with the sustainability issue of production, there are still limitations 

for the application of LCA on decision makings. In this section, we would like to give 

a brief summary of the limitations and it is hoped that by the end of the thesis some 

suggestions would be offered to fulfill the gap between decision-making and LCA.  

  

LCA is an all-inclusive process that crosses over the whole life span of product or 

service, embracing knowledge from different arenas. Different products also have 

different scientific terms when it comes to the life cycle. Therefore, one challenge is 

that the traditional indicators might be complicated for the decision-makers to 

understand. Many Chinese decision makers may not understand the LCA results 

report very well due to the low use rate of LCA in China. Such a complex tool like 

LCA, decision makers should attempt to study the professional report and get training 

which can increase the value of LCA.   
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3 Research Methods 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes our research activities, how do we conduct our research in 

order to fulfill our research aim and response to the research questions (Biggam, 

2008). There were several sections would be described in the chapter. This paper aims 

to provide the comprehensive map of LCA for strategic decision making in 

projects/products according to the improvement of LCA. We employed various 

methods such as Internet, interviews and survey to collect data and to make our 

research more reliable. 

 

3.2 Research strategy 

Research strategy varies from different types of research. Quantitative research and 

qualitative research are the two research methods which have the obvious differences 

in principle and method aspects. Quantitative research answers the “how” questions 

and qualitative research answers the “why” questions. Qualitative research is used in 

recognition, discovery, judgment and understanding, whereas quantity, measurement, 

monitoring and forecast are left to quantitative research. Sometimes, research strategy 

is not only quantitative or qualitative, which can be combined with both of them 

(Biggam, 2008). 

 

Case study is generally connected with an in-depth exploratory study and it is good 

for answer explorative research questions when case study approach is qualitative 

study (Yin, 2003). FAST project has unique background, and researchers aimed to go 

deep into specific situations to solve real problems. Participant Observation, In-depth 

interview and survey were adopted in the case study. FAST project study in this 

paper is focus on “WHY the new LCA (comprehensive map of LCA)”. We 
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aimed at answering the „why‟ questions, and it is hoped that we could get  

deeper and rich responses for further analysis, so the qualitative research is 

more suitable than quantitative research in this paper. Data collection, data 

analysis and result reporting in the case study are conducted to answer the 

research questions which help readers understand our essay more easily. 

 

3.3 Research processes 

As shown in Figure 9, the research progress has several steps. 

 

Figure 9. Research process steps  

Step 1. Determine and Define the Research Questions 

LCA is a useful environmental management tool and it has been widely accepted and 

used by enterprises and the governments (Hojer, 2008). In most cases, LCA is used to 

help managers to make decisions of products or projects (Cherubini, Bargigli, and 

Ulgiati, 2009; Mangena, and Brent, 2006). However, the traditional LCA result report 

is difficult for decision makers to understand and use in China . Few researches have 

focused on how to make LCA simpler and more intuitive. It is beneficial and valuable 

Determine and Define the Research Questions 

Select the Cases and Determine Data Gathering and Analysis 

Data collection 

Evaluate and Analyze the Data 

Create comprehensive map of LCA 

Prepare the Report 

–Interview 

–Survey 

–Internet resources 

–Others 
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to conduct researches on theses projects with special background. Therefore, we 

decided to focus on the project life cycle assessment and create a comprehensive map 

of LCA for projects and products in decision making. The connection between LCA 

and strategic decision making should be found in the new map. We found the 

challenges and opportunities of LCA in China (what), analyzed the necessary 

essentials from LCA results for decision makers (why) and created the comprehensive 

map of LCA (how). At last, we provided the recommendations for the comprehensive 

map of LCA. 

 

Step 2. Select the Cases and Determine Data Gathering and Analysis Techniques  

After the definition of research questions, we aimed to find a real world project which 

is unique and typical in China. FAST project is the largest aperture spherical radio 

telescope in the world. FAST project has its special science objectives and 

significance. The build site of FAST is in Guiyang of China. Guiyang has the karst 

landform, so we could provide a suitable comprehensive map of LCA for decision 

makers. As local people there, it is also convenient for us to contact the project 

managers and relevant departments.  

 

Step 3. Data collection 

Data collection was collected mainly via interviews, surveys, internet resources and 

library database of Gävle University. We took the one-to-one and face-to-face 

interview with FAST project responsible person: director Li, director Zhang and other 

staffs in Guizhou University. After several interviews, we got the insight into FAST 

project. Director Li and director Zhang provided us the “FAST Environmental Impact 

Report” and “FAST Feasibility Report” which were formulated by Guizhou 

Environmental Protection Science Research & Design Institute and National 

Astronomical Observatories Chinese Academy of Sciences (NAOC). We also got the 

“Project declaration of FAST antenna structure and material surface treatment plan” 

which is provided by Science &Technology administration of Guiyang. These 

activities contribute to sufficient information in the paper. In reviewing these 
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reference documents, we contacted relevant FAST staff regularly when we had 

questions.  

 

When selecting respondents for the survey, we focused on the relevant directors and 

decision makers in the FAST project. We analyzed the limitations and challenges for 

the decision makers when LCA was implemented through the literature review. After 

analysis, we used a survey questionnaire and define necessary essentials form LCA 

results for decision makers. We handed or sent through the internet the questionnaire 

to respondents. After getting the questionnaire back, we organized the data. 

 

For the theoretical framework, we introduced several sections: what is LCA, how to 

conduct LCA and gap between LCA and decision making. We entered key words to 

search literatures and e-books on websites form the Gävle University databases, 

which were related to our theoretical framework and case study, such as “LCA”, 

“Environmental management”, “Life cycle thinking”, “Decision making” and “FAST 

project”. We also found relevant books in the Gävle University library.  

 

We searched about 16 Journal literatures, 13 e-books/books, relevant international and 

national environmental standards and some internet recourses, which used to support 

our thesis. These literatures and books were concentrated on the application and 

development of LCA (Curran, 2008; Finnveden, 2009), life cycle thinking (Heiskanen, 

2002) and the decision making of LCA (Liamsanguan, and Gheewala, 2008; Assies, 

1998). We read the literatures/books in detail which had closely related to the thesis, 

for the other literatures/books we just read abstracts or related parts instead. 

 

Step 4. Data Evaluation and Analysis 

Data evaluation and analysis combines explanation and comparison in order to answer 

research questions and reach expected outcomes (Biggam, 2008). We used the SWOT 

to analyze the environmental impacts evaluation report of the FAST project. We 

analyzed the most influential and necessary essentials from LCA results for decision 
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makers through the SWOT analysis and theoretical framework. Then essentials of 

comprehensive map of LCA are identified and summarized from analysis of the 

survey.  

  

Originally, SWOT analysis is a method which analyzes the strengths, weakness, 

opportunities and threats in the organizations. SWOT combines internal and external 

factors combine with projects strategies. Therefore, SWOT has vital significance for 

making the future development strategy when strengths, weakness, opportunities and 

threats are clearly confirmed. SWOT analysis helps organizations to utilize resources 

effectively (John, 2006) 

 

Step 5.Create comprehensive map of LCA 

The step was important in the research process after evaluated and analyzed the data. 

We provided the comprehensive map of LCA for the projects or products. Many 

decision makers face challenges when trying to understand LCA results. We analyzed 

the limitations and necessary essentials of LCA results for decision makers by 

combining literature review and survey. Then we created the comprehensive map of 

LCA to help decision makers by combing the radar chart (Nancy, 2005). The new 

graphical representation model has the holistic view of environmental impacts from 

the result of LCA. The comprehensive map indicates the LCA results in simple, easy 

and direct way. Decision makers of project or product can solve the environmental 

problems directly without complex and professional knowledge through the 

comprehensive map of LCA. 

 

Step 6. Prepare the Report  

Research questions were discussed and answered in this step. The further research and 

the limitations of this thesis were also provided. The theories and application of LCA 

were the well-developed system according to the literatures/books we had searched. 

However, we could not search literatures/books which focused on the better 

expression of LCA results for decision making even the literatures/books had 
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repeatedly emphasized that LCA is a decision support tool for environmental 

assessment (Liamsanguan, and Gheewala, 2008; Assies, 1998). The thesis task was to 

provide an innovative concept that LCA results could be presented for the decision 

maker in a simple way. 

 

3.4 Research quality 

Validity, reliability and limitation are the main three points in this section that are 

presented below. Validity divided into three parts: construct validity, internal validity 

and external validity (Yin, 2003). 

 

3.4.1 Validity 

According to Yin (2003), construct validity means the suitable operational measures 

should be set up in the research. Multiple sources and key informants reviewing 

findings are the methods we adopted to increase the construct validity which was used 

in this paper. In data collection phase, we got the information through internet, 

interview and survey. Director Li and director Zhang are the key informants. Director 

Li has responsible for technology department and operation department, and director 

Zhang has responsible for science department. The two ways we adopted should 

increase the construct validity in the paper. 

 

Internal validity means the importance of casual relationships interaction in the 

research, and external validity means the findings and conclusions in the research are 

generalizable beyond the actual case (Yin, 2003). FAST project pre-research took 15 

years. Hundreds of technology and science researchers from universities and institutes 

have participated in the project. FAST use the karst topography in Guizhou to build 

the project. The findings and conclusions in the paper are not only used in FAST but 

also used in the other projects and products for decision makers. It proves to be 
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beneficial to LCA research area and decision makers. Internal validity and external 

validity also can be guaranteed in the paper. 

 

3.4.2 Reliability 

Reliability means that the research result can be trusted and it is possible to get the 

same result when other researchers/scholars do the same research (Biggam, 2008). In 

our research, the attention was paid with every research steps, including the selection 

of theories, the research methods, the design of questionnaires, data collection, etc. 

For example, before the survey design, we prepared the relevant information of LCA 

and environmental management; in the questionnaire, similar questions were 

expressed in different part to serve as a double check/re-test of the reliability of the 

responses. We considered the mutual effect of LCA and strategy decision making in 

projects and products. Thus, the result deviation of the research could be controlled 

thus attaining high stability of reliability. 

 

3.4.3 Limitation 

Several limitations of this study were found. First, only one case was studied in this 

research. Case survey was based on the literature review and SWOT analysis. We 

used survey to confirm and find the necessary essentials from LCA results for 

decision makers. Therefore, we surveyed only one project which might influence the 

survey result of the paper. Second limitation was the lack of professional opinions of 

LCA. We did not get any help from the professional LCA companies or LCA workers. 

The last limitation was incomplete research method. We had adopted interviews and 

survey, but the respondents of survey just focus on the decision makers in FAST 

project, we did not employ the quantitative research method which could have pulled 

our research from being comprehensive.     
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4 Case Study 

4.1 Background of FAST Project 

The Large Telescope (LT) was proposed in the conference of International Union of 

Radio Science (URSI) in 1993. National Astronomical Observatories presented the 

construction program of FAST project (Five hundred meter Aperture Spherical radio 

Telescope) by using the Karst depression since 1995. The pre-research of FAST 

project lasted for 15 years by the National Astronomical Observatories, a 

sub-organization of the Chinese Academy of Sciences. Hundreds of technology and 

science researchers from universities and institutes were involved in this project. The 

FAST technical scheme integrated all current advanced technologies that we can 

imagine. FAST has three outstanding features: unique Karst depression, the active 

main reflector (Tang, 2004), and high accuracy measurement and receiver system. 

(Large Research Infrastructure, Chinese Academy of Science)  

 

According to the interviewees, the FAST project bears great scientific and practical 

values. As the platform of multidisciplinary research, FAST project offers the 

development opportunities for different research fields. The FAST construction 

experience will influence the development of manufacturing technology in 

formalization, maximization and greening. FAST project also advance the 

popularization of science of China. When FAST is constructed, China will have the 

astronomical observations research platform of international advanced level. That will 

benefit the improvement of technology infrastructure, promotion of independent 

innovation capability and enhancement of science & technology competitiveness. 

FAST project offers the high-resolution and high-sensitivity equipments for Chinese 

astronomy research. (Nan, et al.) 

 

FAST project can be considered as a particular manufacturing process. With the 

biggest single dish telescope to be built, the FAST project has characters and contexts 
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from different arenas, such as business products, services and industrial processes, etc. 

Therefore, unlike some other small-scale project, the project may encounter bigger 

obstacles when it comes to the expression of LCA results. FAST project can be 

divided into four parts: technique, construction, scientific research and financial. 

There are six subsystems were constructed in the FAST project, all of which require 

the use of LCA to assess the environmental impacts, as shown in the figure 10 below. 

Decision making is based on the LCA result of the construction of six subsystems. 

FAST project demands LCA to fill up the gap of environmental impacts evaluation 

report. However, the professional LCA report requires the fully understand by 

decision makers, or it may impact the accuracy of decision making. (Nan, et al.)    

 

 

Figure 10. The breakdown of FAST project 

 

4.2 SWOT analysis 

4.2.1 Environmental impacts evaluation report of the FAST project 

We got the environmental impacts evaluation report of FAST project from the 

interviews of director Li and director Zhang. This environmental impacts evaluation 

report illustrated the basic environmental conditions of FAST project. Because FAST 
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project did not adopt LCA to manage the environmental conditions, we used the 

SWOT method to analyze the evaluation report in order to find the necessity of LCA 

application. This section confirmed that FAST project needed the new LCA model to 

improve the environmental impacts. 

Table 1. The SWOT of the environmental impacts evaluation report of FAST project 

 Helpful Harmful 

In
te

rn
a
l 

 

Strengths 

–Excellent geographical condition 

–Few influence to people's lives. 

–Superior radio environment & 

pollution-free environment. 

–Few environmental impacts 

–Ecological environment protection 

measures.  

Weaknesses 

–Lack of the environment treatment 

facilities. 

–Incompact and incomplete 

quantitative assessment. 

–Incomplete scope of environmental 

impacts assessment. 

–The lack of the professional team 

E
x
te

rn
a
l 

 

Opportunities 

–Significant value and influence. 

–As a guide to other projects. 

–Introduce professional team. 

Threats 

–The hidden environmental impacts 

–Difficult to build the complicated 

project 

–The tourist environmental impacts 

 

Table 1 shows the strengths, weakness, opportunities and threats of FAST 

environmental condition. 

 

Strengths 

FAST has excellent geographical condition. It is located in “Dawodang” depression, 

the place is in Pingtang county of Guizhou province of southwest China. Guizhou 
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karst depression can ensure the rain permeate to the underground so that corrosion of 

and harm to the telescope can be avoided. 

 

After the relocation of local residents, there are no factories or market towns near the 

“Dawodang” depression. “Dawodang” depression has no villages in the range of 5 

kilometers and has only one county in the range of 25 kilometers. Therefore, FAST 

project has few influence to people's lives. 

 

FAST has the superior radio environment and pollution-free environment condition. 

The depression current situation of environmental quality is good. As shown in the 

table 2 below, the air, water and sound environmental quality complies with the 

relevant standards. 

Table 2. The Environmental Protection Object (Environmental impacts evaluation 

report of the FAST project)  

Environment Factor Protection Level 

Ambient Air Ambient Air Quality Standard(AAQS) 

(GB3095-1996), Grade II 

Water Environment Environmental Quality of Groundwater Standard 

(GB/T14848-93), Grade III 

Sound Environment Standard of Environmental Noise of Urban Area 

(GB3095-1993), Grade II 

 

In the environmental impacts analysis section and ecological environment impacts 

prediction section, FAST only has few environmental impacts in the construction 

period and operation period. These environmental impacts contain material transport, 

household garbage, mechanical noise, impact on vegetation, impact on plants, impact 

on wild animal and soil erosion. 

 

FAST project also provided the ecological environment protection measures to protect 
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the environmental impacts which include vegetation protection & recovery measures, 

wild animal protection measures and soil & water conservation measures. FAST will 

not change the ecological environment function and biological diversity. 

 

Weaknesses 

FAST is a new construction project without any industrial pollution sources. The main 

pollution sources come from resident sewage and garbage. The place of FAST project 

has no sewage treatment facilities. Living sewage infiltrates into the ground and leads 

the groundwater pollution. “Dawodang” has no dump, residents pile up living garbage 

everywhere and it harms the ecological environment. 

 

The quantitative assessment of environmental impacts of FAST project is incompact 

and incomplete. Many environmental impacts are lost and other impacts assessment is 

too simple. 

 

The scope of environmental impacts assessment is also incomplete that only include 

construction period and operation period. FAST project will be developed to become a 

tourist attraction, so FAST project needs the “cradle-to-grave” environmental impacts 

assessment just like LCA. 

 

The FAST project lacks a professional team to assess, manage and control 

environmental impacts. Unprofessional environmental impacts assessment and 

insufficient data cannot reveal the environmental issues. 

 

Opportunities 

FAST project provides the opportunities of breakthrough and discovery in the area of 

environmental science. FAST project also promotes the development of economy and 

the society. FAST has significant value and influence in different areas all over the 

world.  
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FAST project is the first case in the construction of 500 meters aperture spherical 

radio telescope. After the construction, FAST can provide a guide for similar projects 

and benefit scientific advancement. 

 

A professional team of environment can be employed. A professional team can guide 

the comprehensive environmental treatment and improve the environmental impacts. 

 

Threats 

Though FAST has the superior environmental quality condition, it does not mean the 

condition will stay unchanged over the span of the project. The hidden troubles exist 

in the environmental impacts. FAST project should cooperate with the relevant law 

enforcement departments to prevent the hidden environmental impacts. 

 

As mentioned before, FAST is the first 500 meters telescope case. It is difficult to 

assess the environmental impacts without any lessons drawn from other projects. 

Much more time and money will be spent on such a complicated project. Many 

challenges and threats will be faced in different steps in FAST project. 

 

FAST project will be a tourist attraction after construction. At that time, the tourists 

will have environmental impacts to the air, water and soil. Without any tourist 

environmental impacts assessment and measures, FAST will face the huge 

environmental impacts problems that time. 

 

4.2.2 SWOT analysis of LCA 

The SWOT analysis indicates that LCA should be added to the FAST environmental 

assessment to minimize the environmental impacts. Therefore, we analyzed LCA 

theory by using SWOT. This SWOT should be simple and clear which illustrated the 

performance of LCA as shown in table 3. 
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Table 3. The SWOT of LCA 

 

 

Strengths of LCA 

LCA helps managers to make decisions such as definition of priority projects and 

purchasing activities. LCA allows a decision maker to study an entire product system 

(Guinee, 2002). LCA can develop a systematic evaluation of the environmental 

impacts and quantify environmental releases to air, water, and land in relation to each 

life cycle stage. LCA also assess the human and ecological effects of material 

consumption and environmental releases. LCA is used to compare the health and 

ecological impacts and have benefit for the environmental tradeoffs. (SAIC, 2006) 

 

Weaknesses of LCA 

The weaknesses of LCA had two aspects. First is the lack of original data which 

influences the result analysis. The list of LCA inventory analysis can extend without 

limit. Limit the scope of the list is the necessary premise when we analyze the systems. 

Secondly, the constantly updating data may influence the final results of LCA, 

consequently, may be unstable due to the changes. The data which are already 

Strengths 

–Benefit for decisions making. 

–Promote environmental protection. 

–Completeness of “cradle to grave”. 

Weaknesses 

–LCA lacks original data & 

influences consequence analysis. 

–Changed data influence availability. 

 

 
Opportunities 

–Enhance the boundary problem 

research. 

–Develop comprehensive LCA to 

improve the performance. 

Threats 

–Difficult to consider the economic 

benefits. 

–Cannot determine the most cost 

effective product. 

–Too professional. 
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contained in LCA may be changed and updated with the development of 

technological society. (SAIC, 2006) 

  

Opportunities of LCA 

LCA has been widely accepted and used by different organizations. LCA is seeking 

opportunities to improve the environmental impacts and to make use of such 

opportunities through the evaluation (Curran, 2006). If comprehensive LCA can help 

the extension of research objects and be used for the decision making, then the 

applicability of LCA will be increased. 

 

Threats of LCA  

As LCA involves complex and huge amount of work, a lot of manpower, material and 

financial resources are required. LCA needs to consider the economic benefits of 

environmental protection which is difficult to evaluate. LCA cannot determine which 

product or process is the most cost effective or works the best. Moreover, LCA is a 

professional tool to analyze the environmental impacts which requires managers have 

the professional knowledge to help them make decisions. That makes the managers 

face to the professional challenge. LCA should provide simpler and more intuitive 

model for managers to make decisions.  

 

4.3 Survey and results of LCA in FAST Project 

Directors and decision makers of the projects are the main respondents of this survey. 

We surveyed sub-systems decision makers and directors in FAST project. The total 

number of the respondents is 6. The result of the survey is below: 

- Does the project comply with the environmental relevant national laws? If so, 

which ones?  

FAST project complied with environmental relevant national laws which contain 

Ambient Air Quality Standard (AAQS), Standard of Environmental Noise of Urban 
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Area and Environmental Quality of Groundwater Standard and so on.  

 

- Environmental goal of the project. 

FAST project environmental goal was control the environmental impacts based on the 

environmental relevant national laws in order to implement the sustainable 

development.  

 

- What environmental performance improvement tool is used in this project or 

other project you managed?  

 

From survey, there only one respondent adopted LCA before. One of decision makers 

managed projects without any environmental performance improvement tool.  

 

- Understanding of Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) 

 

Many decision makers had heard about LCA before, but only one of them knew it 

well. One of the decision makers in our survey even never heard about it. 

 

- Did this project or other projects you have managed before use LCA to control 

environmental impacts? Why chose LCA or why not?  

 

LCA
16%

EA
50%

EPE
17%

Other
0%

Did not 
use
17%

Never 
heard
17%

Little
33%

Neutral 
33%

Much
17%

Very 
Much
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Five out of six respondents‟ projects did not use LCA due to the unpopularity of LCA 

in China. They thought LCA was difficult for them to understand, they need 

explanation from the professional. Besides, LCA also requires large amount of 

manpower, material and financial resources. Nevertheless, some of them indicated 

that LCA was a good tool for environmental management.    

 

- What are the environmental impacts in the project? 

 

 

 

Respondents thought the main environmental impacts in the FAST project were 

acidification potential, human toxicity, water usage and climate change. 

 

- What are the most important environmental impacts in the project? 

 

Yes
17%

No
83%

Energy usage 
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Water usage
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14%
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21%
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potential
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Respondents thought the most important environmental impacts were acidification 

potential and human toxicity. 

 

- Does the project have measures to control these environmental impacts? If so, 

which ones? 

FAST project had environmental protection measures on plant, wild animal and soil 

conservation aspects. 

 

- Do you think it is important for managers to understand the result of LCA 

report in the project? 

 

 

Four out of six respondents thought it was very important for managers to have the 

ability to understand the LCA report result. 

 

- Can you understand the results of LCA report very well? 

Energy usage 
8%

Water usage
8%

Climate change
17%

Human toxicity 
potential

25%

Aquatic eco-
toxicity 

potential
0%

Terrestrial eco-
toxicity 

potential
0%Acidification 

potential
34%

Eutrophication 
potential

8%

Very 
important 

67%

Normal 
33%

Unimportant
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Most of the decision makers somewhat understood the LCA results. No respondents 

could understand it very well. One of these decision makers thought he could not 

understand it because he never heard of it. 

  

- Which expression of LCA report result is easy for you to understand? 

 

Five out of six the decision makers prefer the graphic form in the LCA result 

expression. 

 

- Which form of LCA report result is beneficial for your decision making of the 

project? Why? 

 

Most of the decision makers thought graphic form was better than digital form in the 

decision making. Because graphic form is clear, simple, powerful and easy to 

understand for decision makers. As for the digital form, decision makers need to 

spend large amount of time in interpreting the numbers. As we can see, the graphic 

form is more effective that the digital form. 

Over 
specialization

16%

Little
50%

Neutral
17%

well
17%

Very well
0%

Digital form 
17%

Graphic form 
83%

Other
0%

Digital form 
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- Please give suggestions for the graphic form of LCA report result 

Respondents thought that graphic form of LCA result should show in a direct way and 

all the environmental impacts in the project should be contained. The environmental 

impacts should be switched in different projects. Four respondents indicated that the 

graphic form should illustrate environmental impacts level based on the LCA results. 

The decision maker, who had used LCA before, indicated that the settings of the 

scores should be comply with the relevant environmental laws and be appropriate. 

  

- Does the FAST project consider about the sustainability? Can you share your 

own ideas about the development of sustainability in China?  

After construction, FAST is supposed to become a tourist site so sustainability will 

continue to be the target. Most of the interviewees have realized that the sustainability 

is a critical issue for the future development of the whole society. Two interviewees 

mentioned that China was on the initial stages of sustainable development, and it is 

important to introduce advanced international experience or scientific field.  
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5 Results 

In the survey, the decision makers were asked about environmental issues of FAST 

project, and about whether LCA is in need of application and also their opinion on 

sustainability (potential impacts). As detailed results have been previously presented, 

we will summarize the results and categorize them into several themes. 

 

Theme 1: The understanding of the environmental protection and sustainability 

● Most of the decision makers indicated that it is important to develop sustainability 

in China, and the advanced supporting tools are welcomed. 

 

Theme 2: The understanding of LCA 

● The LCA is a comparatively unfamiliar concept for most of the decision-makers in 

FAST project, Most of the decision makers did not know the LCA very well. One of 

them never even heard of it 

● Most of the decision makers thought that the results of LCA report was professional 

and complex for them to understand. No one could understand it very well.  

 

Theme 3: The application and the expression of LCA results  

● Only one out of six decision makers have managed the project with LCA before.  

● Most of decision makers thought LCA would be beneficial for the decision making 

in environmental impacts. Popularity of LCA application is hindered by the difficulty 

in understanding and interpreting LCA results. The complexity of LCA was 

considered as a barrier for the further decision-making and application. 

● Five out of six decision makers thought graphic form was much better than the 

digital form in the expression and understanding for decision making. 

● Regarding contents of the graphic form, most decision makers thought graphic form 

of LCA result should contain all the environmental impacts which existed in the 

project. 
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● Four of the decision makers thought that graphic form could illustrate the 

environmental impacts level. Among them, two decision makers specifically proposed 

the use of score system for the graphic form, and indicated that the settings of the 

scores should be comply with the relevant environmental laws and be appropriate, one 

of these two decision makers is the man who used LCA before and knew the LCA 

well.  
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6 Analysis and Discussion 

6.1 Challenges and opportunities of LCA in China 

Opportunities of LCA: From the earlier research and theories framework, one could 

conclude that the LCA is a quite applicable and intelligent environment management 

tool, which has not only offered a holistic picture of the whole process of production, 

but also integrated the process with the individuals and impacts. The LCA application 

always followed the rule of „cradle-to-grave‟ to ensure the integrity of assessment, 

whether it is applied to the projects or products. The LCA‟s functions as a well 

supportive tool for the decision making process especially on the environmental 

protection and sustainability area. (CLCM, 2009)    

 

Therefore, if one contextualize the application to a Chinese context, the opportunities 

of LCA in China are obvious: The realization of the importance of sustainability 

would incite more decision makers to pay attention to environmental management 

tools, including LCA. Another opportunity is, the LCA has a special advantage for 

providing a „big picture‟ for the decision making. In our case, the FAST project would 

be a good representative of Chinese project related to sustainability problem. 

Incompact and incomplete quantitative assessment, and incomplete scope of 

environmental impacts assessment would make the project get involved with higher 

risk of negative impacts. Without the introduction of proper environmental 

assessment tool that could provide a scientific and holistic perspective, the 

environment and human beings would be at risk. Therefore, the future for LCA 

development is bright and promising. The third opportunity is that, on international 

level, of LCA has been quite developed with many cases and experience. China then 

could „stand of shoulders‟ of the predecessors.  

 

Nevertheless, the challenges are also obvious. The complexity of LCA remains a 

major obstacle to its development. The LCA is an all-inclusive assessment tool which 
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contains many pieces of information from different arenas and branches. All the 

information together may lead to difficulties for the decision makers to clarify the 

pattern, get supported, and make decision. Especially nowadays, LCA‟ applications in 

China are still few and far between at present. Decision makers hold a vague 

cognition towards the idea of LCA, which may result in the inapplicability. Another 

challenge may be that, LCA application just stays on the basic level (Level 2), which 

would narrow the function of LCA to a great extent. Other challenges are the 

complexity of corporate culture, technical capabilities and financial budget. 

Application of LCA may not be supported sufficiently due to these factors. 

 

6.2 Most influential and necessary essentials from the LCA results for 

decision makers   

In LCA, one major important issue is the Life cycle thinking, the individuals are of 

vital importance for the assessment progress and the decision-makers are the main 

controllers to determine when, where, and how to conduct the LCA. To introduce the 

application of LCA in China, the decision-makers‟ thinking and attitude are of vital 

importance. The survey has indicated that in FAST project, most of the 

decision-makers hold an interest in and positive attitude towards the LCA, but their 

knowledge is limited. One approach of modifying the LCA project is that the leaders 

shall expand their knowledge of LCA and try to apply them into the real project.  

 

Except for the Life cycle thinking, the LCA itself could be modified and better meet 

the needs of Chinese projects. One important aspect is a simplified and clear way of 

expressing the results. The reason is, according to the theory, one of the essential 

element of LCA is analytical approach. For Chinese decision makers who have 

limited understanding towards LCA, what they need is to get a clear-cut expression of 

the problem, see the patterns in an easier way, and make decision accordingly. 

Combining suggestions from the interviewee and earlier researches, we suggested 
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several essentials for the expression of LCA result. The results of LCA are better 

expressed through map/charter/diagram other than text; the map/charter/diagram 

needs to cover all the relevant environmental factors; it could give the different ratings 

and levels of every single environmental impacts, in order to serve as reference for 

decision-makers and help them to understand and evaluate the whole project; The 

rating system has to be rational, and followed the local laws, regulations, as well as 

the relevant environmental standards.  

 

6.3 The formulation and suggestions of CLCA  

6.3.1 What is CLCA? 

The graphics display of CLCA 

Based on the analysis and discussion above, a better way of expressing LCA is crucial. 

Therefore we used radar chart to present a new comprehensive map of LCA from the 

LCA result, and tried to make the results more applicable for the decision makers to 

identify the problems and analyze the needs within. Radar chart has the advantages 

which are fit for the essentials of the new map. Radar chart graphically shows the 

organizational performance areas in a clear and direct way. All the environmental 

impacts in the project can be shown in the radar chart, and the number of the 

environmental impacts can be switched from five to ten (Chambers, 1983). Moreover, 

it could allow the score/rating indicators existing in the whole system, and help the 

decision makers to visualize the environmental impacts. As shown in the figure 11 

below, the higher score means the bigger negative environmental impacts, the graph 

area with lower scores indicate the smaller environmental impacts. 

 

In general, the main environmental impacts from the LCA result contain climate 

change, water usage, energy usage, human toxicity potential, eco-toxicity potential, 

eutrophication potential and acidification potential (SAIC, 2006), as the figure11 
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shown. The environmental impacts can be changed according to different projects or 

products in the comprehensive map of LCA.   

 

 

Figure 11. The Comprehensive map of LCA  

 

The rating system of CLCA 

In order to form a reasonable rating system, we identified the scores as Environmental 

Performance Level (EPL) which was divided into 10 scores. A score of 8 is safe, if 

environmental impacts get scores between range 1- 8, it means that the project‟s 

environmental impacts are comply with the environmental standards; if the scores 

located within the area of 1 – 4, it means that the environmental impact has few or no 

influences to the environment. If environmental impacts reach 9 or 10 score, it means 

that the environmental impact does not satisfy the environmental standard, thus 
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environmental measures must be taken.  

 

The score/rating system of the comprehensive map of LCA was complying with the 

environmental relevant national environmental laws, shown in table 4, 5 and 6. These 

laws include: Ambient Air Quality Standard (GB3095-1996), Emission Standard of 

Three Industrial Wastes, (GBJ4-1973), Integrated Emission Standard of Air Pollutants 

(GB16297-1996), Integrated Wastewater Discharge Standard (GB8978-1996), and 

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD, 2001). 

 

Table 4. The score of comprehensive map of LCA 1 

Score 

 

Climate Change 

(kg/h CO2) 

(exhaust funnel:45m high) 

Air Acidification 

(mg/m
3
/h SO2) 

Ozone Depletion 

(mg/m
3
/h O3 ) 

1 ≦ 45 ≦ 0.15(Grade I) ≦ 0.12 (Grade I) 

2 46-50 0.16-0.30 0.13 

3 51-55 0.30-0.49 0.14-0.15 

4 56-60 0.50 (Grade II) 0.16 (Grade II) 

5 61-65 0.51-0.59 0.17 

6 66 (Emission standard) 0.60 0.18-0.19 

7 67-70 0.61-0.69 0.20 

8 71-74 0.70 (Grade III) 0.21 (Grade III) 

9 75-78 0.71-0.79 0.22 

10 ≧ 79 ≧ 0.80 ≧ 0.23 

Standard (GBJ4-73) (GB3095-1996)  (GB3095-1996) 
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Table 5. The score of comprehensive map of LCA 2 

Score Photochemical Smog 

(kg/h C2H4 ) 

(exhaust funnel:15m) 

Human Toxicity 

(mg/m
3
/h NOX) 

Eutrophication 

(mg/L PO4
3-

) 

1 ≦ 9 ≦ 0.10 ≦ 0.5 (Grade I) 

2 10 (Grade II) 0.11-0.14 0.51-0.58 

3 11 0.15 (Grade I, II) 0.58-0.65 

4 12 0.16-0.19 0.66-0.73 

5 13 0.20-0.24 0.74-0.81 

6 14 0.25-0.29 0.82-0.90 

7 15 0.30 (Grade III) 0.91-0.99 

8 16 (Grade III) 0.31-0.35 1.0 (Grade II) 

9 17 0.36-0.40 1.1-1.19 

10 ≧ 18 ≧ 0.41 ≧ 1.20 

Standard (GB16297-1996) (GB3095-1996) (GB8978-1996) 

 

Table 6. The score of comprehensive map of LCA 3  

Score Aquatic Eco-toxicology  ρ/ (mg·L
-1

 ) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

10﹤LC50 /EC50 ≦100 

(Hazard level III) 

5 

6 

7 

8 

1﹤LC50 /EC50 ≦10 

(Hazard level II) 

9 

10 

LC50 /EC50 ≦1 

(Hazard level I) 

Standard (OECD, 2001) 
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6.3.2 How to use CLCA 

Figure 12 showed the procedure of the CLCA, after getting the results gained through 

the LCA (LCA steps), the CLCA map shall be introduced. The most important 

environmental impacts and its rating system should be defined based on the LCA 

result of the project. Different impacts were with different scores were categorized 

into 1-10, also a detailed definition of different impacts and scores shall be presented. 

Finally, a radar chart could be drawn. 

  

  

Figure 12. The procedures of CLCA 

 

6.3.3 Suggestions of further development of CLCA 

The comprehensive map of LCA provides the better understanding for the decision 

makers. Decision makers can understand the LCA report result without pre-study or 

professional translators. The comprehensive map of LCA saves times for the decision 

makers and also promotes the LCA development in China. We believe this 

comprehensive map of LCA is a promising approach for the decision makers to find a 

right balance among sustainability issues and success factors of product development 

or project management. 

 

The CLCA, as we discussed above, has combined the terms, picture, and picture 

within one map, and make it more intuitive for the decision makers to analyze the 

LCA 

Steps

• Goal definition and scope

• Inventory analysis

• Impact assessment

• Interpretation

Definition 
of CLCA

• Tailor the CLCA map according to individual project 

• Definition of rating system

Drawing 
of CLCA

• Draw the Comprehensive map of LCA for decision maker  
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problems. However, this CLCA can only provide a fundamental framework/model. 

When it comes to the real implementation, the map has to be adjusted through 

according to the different needs and situation of different projects. The version of 

radar chart could even be replaced by other forms of expression. In all, what we 

provide here is more a way of innovative thinking other than a rigid map.   
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7 Conclusions and further research  

In this thesis, the aim is to create a comprehensive map of LCA for decision makers to 

understand LCA results better. To realize the aim, a qualitative interview is conducted 

in the thesis. The case in this thesis is the Five-hundred-meter Aperture Spherical 

radio Telescope project (FAST project), which is based in Guizhou of China. To 

collect the first-hand information and empirical data, some key managers involved in 

the project are interviewed, and a survey paper is designed to form the new model. 

Besides, the thesis has brought about a general overview of LCA technology and 

raised some discussion started with the SWOT analysis of LCA technology to identify 

the situation (both advantages and disadvantages). Finally, a new LCA framework, 

which we have named as the Comprehensive Life Cycle Assessment (CLCA), is 

presented. Through this new CLCA model, a holistic and system-analytical point of 

view can be provided to decision makers. This thesis puts forward some principles of 

this new CLCA model and lays out its schematic diagram in the analysis and 

conclusion section. 

 

The basic idea of this thesis is that each sub-project of a project has a certain 

environmental load and contributes to environmental performance of the whole 

project. In the thesis this contribution is identified as Environmental Performance 

Level (EPL), which is based on the calculation of LCA method. On the basis of the 

sum of all EPLs, an environmental performance strategic map can be made. Also, one 

important guide is the national environmental laws and regulations. 

 

Some limitations of this research could be mentioned here also: first, only one 

particular large project is studied, that is not sufficient enough. Second, challenges of 

the new comprehensive map are data availability, since this map is directly based on 

the results of LCAs. Third, the entire project or product line sometimes may be 

divided in a subjective way, which might bring significant influence to the validity of 
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final outcome of this map. Nevertheless, these challenges pave the way to further 

research of this new graphical representation model. 

 

Regarding to the suggestion for future research, it is hoped that more researches 

would be done about how to modify methods of expressing LCA results, to make the 

LCA results easy for understand for the decision makers. Another suggestion could be 

about how the LCA could be introduced to China as an environmental management 

tool. Since Chinese projects are often very large, LCA reports may contain large 

amount of information and make the whole system rather complex. How, then, LCA 

could make adaptation to this situation may be another good area for future research.    
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Appendix: Survey  

LCA Survey 

1. What is your position in the project? What is the responsibility of your work? 

___________________________                                    

2. Does the project comply with the environmental relevant national laws? If so, which 

ones? 

□Yes, we comply with__________________  □No  

3. What is the environmental goal of the project?  

____________________________                                  

4. What environmental performance improvement tool is used in this project or other 

project you managed? 

□Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)  

□Environmental Auditing (EA) 

□Environmental Performance Evaluation (EPE) 

□Other :                

□Did not use 

5. Do you know Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)?  

□Never heard     □Little     □Neutral     □Much     □Very Much 

6. Does the project use LCA to control environmental impacts? Why? 

□Yes, because                   □No, because                   

7. How is the LCA going in the project? 

   □Just begin            □Is under way            □Have got result 

8. Based on the LCA, what are the environmental impacts in the project? (Multi-choices) 

□Energy usage                    □Climate change 

□Water usage                      □Human toxicity potential 

□Aquatic eco-toxicity potential       □Terrestrial eco-toxicity potential 
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□Acidification potential             □Eutrophication potential 

9. In your opinion, what are the most important environmental impacts in the project? 

(Two choices at most)  

□Energy usage                    □Climate change 

□Water usage                     □Human toxicity potential 

□Aquatic eco-toxicity potential       □Terrestrial eco-toxicity potential 

□Acidification potential             □Eutrophication potential 

10. Does the project have measures to control these environmental impacts? If so, which 

ones?  

□Yes, we have                       □No 

11. Do you think it is important for managers to understand the result of LCA report in the 

project? 

   □Very important             □Normal             □Unimportant 

12. Can you understand the results of LCA report very well?  

□Over specialization    □Little    □Neutral    □Well    □Very well 

13. Which expression of LCA report result is easy for you to understand? 

□Digital form          □Graphic form          □Other:         

14. Which form of LCA report result is benefit for your decision making of the project? 

Why? 

□Digital form, because                                 

□Graphic form, because                                

□Other:                                             

15. Please give recommendations for the graphic form of LCA report result. 

                                                                 

16. Does the FAST project consider about the sustainability? Can you share your own 

ideas about the development of sustainability in China? 

                                                                 

 


